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What's new in RMS?

RMS Training
Sign up for RMS Training!

Home Page: RMS released a new home
page design with a fixed Notification
and Notices panel. Users can opt in to
use the new page and opt out at any
time.

Select your preferred date
Tell us what training you want
Registration form can be found on our website.
As always, if the available days/times do not work for you,
please email us at RMSHelp@umn.edu. We can come to your
site as well.

RMS Tid-Bits:
Evaluations
Wondering why an evaluation match didn't occur? Try
reviewing the "Unmatched People" (follow the path Evaluations
- Session Manager - select your session - Match Schedule tab select the interval where the match was supposed to occur Unmatched People).
A list of potential evaluators is shown along with a grid with the
following information:
Deleted: Person was matched and then the match was deleted
Scheduled After Match: Person was added to the schedule
after the session was matched
Not on Schedule: Person's status is included in the session,
but they are not on the schedule
Wrong Status: Person's status is in the session and they are
on the schedule, but their status on the rotation instance is
different
Outside Department: Person's status is in the session and
they are on a rotation included in the session, but their
profile belongs to a department not included in the session
No Match: Person is on a rotation, has a status and belongs to
a department included in the session, but there was not an
evaluator or subject to match with

Recipe of the Month
Have some extra zucchini in your garden and a spiralizer?
Try out this recipe for Kung Pao Chicken Zoodles, which uses
zucchini noodles instead of regular noodles. It's a must try!

Upcoming Events
2018 GME COORDINATOR
CONFERENCE
Last chance to register for the 2018
GME Coordinator Conference. It will be
held on Friday, September 14th at the
Union Depot in St. Paul.
STORY SLAM 2018
MMCGME is sponsoring a
resident/fellow Moth-inspired story
telling event on October 23rd from
6:30-9p at Surly Brewing. Please post
this flyer for your trainees! Registration
to attend is now open, attendance is
limited to the first 175 registrants.
Want to tell your story? Submit your
story up until September 3rd.
The MMCGME Onboarding Work
Group recently met with programs to
review onboarding tools the group
created. Please take this survey to
provide feedback to the group.
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